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RAMAPO COLLEGE PROFESSOR AND ARTIST IS FEATURED IN

THE 2006 DECORDOVA ANNUAL EXHIBITION

(Mahwah) – An untitled 45” x 30” digital inkjet print, created by artist Matthew

Swarts in 2005-2006, is featured in the 2006 DeCordova Annual Exhibition at the

DeCordova Museum and Sculpture Park in Massachusetts.  Swarts is an assistant

professor of photography/digital media at Ramapo College of New Jersey.  The

exhibition runs through August 20, 2006.

The annual exhibition, a round-up of regional talent in the visual arts, surveys the

best new art in six New England States.  The show focuses on the quality and diversity of

contemporary art created in New England, rather than emphasizing any over-arching

themes based on media, content or subject.  Swarts, of Somerville, MA, is one of twelve

artists invited to exhibit work.

Swarts has recently begun using the Internet as a photographic apparatus.

Combining photographs of human bodies with informational graphics pulled from the

Web, he overlays the figurative image with a dense pattern of found graphics. The result

is a two-layered image that explores perception and digital information by invoking two

ways of seeing.

“I spend an inordinate amount of time collecting strange images from the Web,”

he says.  “Search engines have become like books to me.  I cruise through literally

thousands of pictures to download a few I find interesting.”
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The works on display at DeCordova are about memory, desire and perception.

With his work Swarts hopes to create a layered seduction, drawing the viewer into the

image far enough to scrutinize the very surface of the print.

The artist will present a gallery talk at the museum on Saturday, July 15 at 3 p.m.

The DeCordova Museum and Sculpture Garden is located in Lincoln, MA, 781.259.8355.

Swarts exhibited his work in an exhibit at Ramapo College called Two New in the

fall of 2005.
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